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Releases March 2021 Releases Soon Releases Soon Releases TBA Releases TBA Welcome to the new Lora Leigh website, I hope you're pleased with the new look and find it easy to navigate. If you're in trouble please let us know on lleighpa@aol.com. To writing news. DAGGER'S EDGE is now in the editor and
hopefully in time for the August 28 publication date. The second book in the Brute Force series is about Ivan Resnova, the father of Amara in Collision Course. And his heroine has a secret that many of you will recognize from the Elite Ops. I hope you enjoy their story, and enjoy getting to know them like I did. CROSS
BREED, Cassie Sinclair's story from the Broad series is now on pre-order, you'll find Amazon, Barnes and Noble etc. I hope you enjoy the story. Cassie had some incredible surprises for me, and her story and her hero completely blew me out of the water. So look at that. The release date is September 25, 2018. With
Cassie's book now finished, we can move on to the series as the races begin to advance into the public eye and their secrets begin to threaten their world and their lives. The following breeds I have in mind are Loki, Malachi and Rye and Brimstone, and Dane is pushing for his story as well. So there are still a lot of
exciting stories to come. CROSS BREED PURCHASE LEFT: Amazon » iBooks » Kobo » Barnes and Noble » Goodreads » DAGGER'S EDGE PURCHASE LINKS: Amazon » iBooks » Kobo » Barnes and Noble » Goodreads » He had protected Roni when she was a child, filled all her teenage fantasies, and when she
became a woman, he stole her heart. Just to break it. Now, fifteen months later, the news is out. Taber, the man she loves, is one of the genetically altered Feline Breeds, who have shocked the world with their presence. He's her partner, too. The mark on her neck testifies to that. The fire that rages in her heart and in
her body proves it further. But he didn't want her then; Does he really want her now? Deceit and betrayal, born in the past, now haunt the present as Taber and Roni fight to make sense of their sudden bonding. The mating of heart, body and soul as man and beast merge into him; both fighting forces rages against the
union and dominance over the woman he claimed. With Jaci Burton, Lora Leigh is bestselling author Lora Leigh, an American writer who has been writing erotic novels set in the fantasy and romance genres for some time. Having won awards for her books, she is an established writer with an ever-growing audience.
Attending a number of events as well, she is a highly regarded figure on the literary scene. Early and personal life Lora Leigh was born in Ohio on March 6, 1965, and grew up in Martin County, Kentucky, America. It was here that they would form for much of her material when she started creating the characters that
loved by so many. This was a synthesis that she took to her later education. Now living in Pennsylvania, she continues to use her surroundings to help inform her fiction, because it is the peace and quiet that help give her the sanctuary she needs to create her work. With a busy home-life too, she needs, amid her many
hobbies and pets she cares for, things she manages to move between with ease. She also has a son who has left the house and a daughter who has her own children, making her a grandmother. Keeping in constant contact with her fan-base is something she's known for, with a good line of communication with them
over the years. This is something she hopes to manage for a much longer as she uses their feedback to help develop both her and her work. Right now though she continues to write happily from her home in Kentucky, which she will continue to do in the near future. Writing career Developing her voice and meeting the
needs of her audience is something that author Lora Leigh has become quite adept over the course of many years of career. Learning to be a voice that is both true to herself while meeting their demands, along with the critical acclaim she has received, is a well-known talent of hers. This has helped her to create a style
that is a lot stronger, allowing her to build a brand that is both recognizable and own brand. Her most notable books are those of 'The Breeds', a series she started in 2003 at the beginning of her career and has continued and counted 29 books. Making her name with this particular series, fans have come to expect a
certain level of quality, something she also delivered with her many other series as well. Beginning her 'Men of August' series in 2003 with 'Marly's Choice', she has managed to create a somewhat consistently large output of the work. Later she made series like 'Nauti Boys' and 'The SEALs' which also captured and
delivered the unique brand of erotica that her fans were used to, as her audience began to grow faster and faster. With much more material in the pipeline, Lora Leigh expects to continue for some time yet as she builds on her material day by day for her ever-increasing readers, both nationally and internationally. Getting
both commercial and critical appeal, she is drawn into her style of fiction easily now as she will continue to do what she does best at. Tempting the Beast First published in 2003 on July 25, this was the first of 'The Breeds' series, marking the first set-up for this successful line of novels. Known for its rather vivid and
extreme erotica, it leaves nothing out, in what is a highly charged novel. Establishing the tone and the world, building its formula, which is a constant staple of literature throughout her career. Fighting for the survival of his pride, Callan Lyons is a genetic experiment whose fight for freedom has been underway for many
years. Hoping to break away from their surroundings, he hopes to bring them further and escape the shackles they have found in. Enter Merinus Tyler, a reporter who will throw his entire world into chaos and unrest. Getting into a highly charged sexual affair with him, they begin to get locked into a battle of wills that is
both passionate and intense. With his 'mating frenzy' going into overdrive too, it seems they are locked in a passionate affair that neither is willing or able to break themselves out of. That's when the Genetics Council begin to come into giving chase as they now keep the pair in pursuit, allowing Callan to save the two of
them, using both his wit and his strength. All this while holding on to the woman he loves in the midst of everything, protecting her and keeping her out of the way. Will they be able to escape? Can they overcome their all-consuming desire for each other? What happens if they seduce the beast? Midnight Sins The first in
'The Callahans' series, this was the novel that introduced a new line of books by author Lora Leigh. Originally published in 2011 on August 2, it was to the novel that set up a whole different world for its readers. Still with her somewhat raunchy tone, Leigh manages to do what she does best, offering the entertainment her
readers have come to expect now. Rafer Callahan is a tough guy on the street and is a strong and resourceful man who has managed to fight his way back from his rough background. Not given the best start in life, all he had he had to fight for because he works for everything he owns. That's when Cambria Flannigan
comes into the picture, and this is someone he never wanted to hurt. Losing her sister several years ago, Cambria doesn't believe it's Rafer and his friends like so many others do. As she hopes to settle down with him at his ranch, it soon becomes apparent that there are new murders on foot with many signs pointing to
Rafer once again. Will she learn the truth behind who caused these deaths? Can she find the truth in time before it's too late? What will become of them all when they look to discover the midnight sins? Book series In Order » Authors » Lora Leigh �ytä kaikkiSivun läpinäkyvyysFacebook näyttää tietoja, joiden avulla
ymmärrät sivun taroitusta paremmin. Katso, millaisia toimintoja sivua hallinnoivat ja sisältöä julkaisevat ihmiset tekevät. Näytä kaikki Lora Leigh dreams in bright, vivid images of the intent of the characters take over her writing life, and fights a constant battle to put them on her computer's hard drive before they can
disappear as quickly as Appeared. Lora's family and her writing life coexist, if not in harmony, in relative peace with each other. Surrounded by a menagerie of pets, friends, and a son who keeps her quick wit busy, Lora finds her life filled with joy, helped by her fans whose hearts remind her daily why she writes. Genres:
Paranormal Romance, , Romantic Tension, Lora Leigh's Romance Books for Adults Only * Book #5 of Breeds Series / Book #1 by Coyote Bre ... Four entirely new stories of primitive desire- with a... The #1 New York Times bestselling author of Bengal... Venture into a world outside the ordinary, where th... Lora Leigh
has published 158 romantic books, with an average book value of 4.18/5 stars. Many of her books fall within the genres of suspense, erotica, fantasy and paranormal and are set in the contemporary era. The novels regularly feature alpha male protagonists. A much-loved series by Lora Leigh are the contemporary
paranormal Breeds books, with fantasy, shapeshifters, alpha male and urban fantasy tropes. Another widely read series are the contemporary erotica Bound Hearts novels, labelled as menage, bdsm, suspense and alpha male. Lora Leigh's most liked books include Mercury's War, Elizabeth's Wolf, Coyote's Mate and
Lion's Heat. Her latest book is Hot Shot, which will be published in 2020. If you want an idea for where to start with Lora Leigh's work, you'll enjoy Tempting the Beast (Breeds #1) and Forbidden Pleasure (Bound Hearts #1). less
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